SAFETY HOWTOONS

WARNING

When we are doing lots of our projects, Tucker needs to be more careful with our eyes.

Wouldn't want to take an eye out with a flying marshmallow or bottle rocket, eh?

I know we'd all love to be pirates, but we don't want a real eye patch and glass eye do we...

So we put our two heads together. Just get the following materials and follow those simple steps. That's all it takes to make some safety glasses.

2 liter soda bottle
Scissors
Marker
Elastic band

Rip off the bottle's label. Then cut off the top and bottom of the bottle. Next carefully cut right down the middle, to make it a sheet of plastic.

Wrap your sheet around your or someone else's face and design your mask.

I hope you're enjoying this!

Now just cut two slits in each of the corners of the mask.

Finally add your harness. In this case we used an elastic piece of rubber cut from a bicycle tube. Although any piece of elastic or large rubber bands will work.

To fasten your elastic band just take the strap and go out the inner slit, then come back through the outer slit. Do this for both sides.

Adjust your mask and it's ready to wear!

I decorated mine with markers!

That is not funny Tucker!!

Yes it is.